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Mumbai mayhem drives demand for
security shields
Devraj Dasgupta & Viju B, TNN Dec 10, 2008, 02.24am IST
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MUMBAI: The intensity of the terror attacks on Mumbai and their subsequent fallout, both in
terms of loss of lives as well as business, has unnerved every segment of society. Corporates,
government organisations and residential societies are making frantic calls to security agencies
for enhanced protection.
Security agencies have reported a dramatic rise in enquiries for gadgets and surveillance
solutions,the fear psychosis bound to benefit the Rs 1,800-crore security equipment industry,
currently growing at 30 per cent.
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Sources in the security solutions business said close-circuit television cameras (CCTVs),
intercom systems, hand-held detectors, explosive detectors and electronic swipe card locks are
especially in big demand.
Pramoud Rao, MD of Rs 300-crore Zicom Electronic Security Systems, said his phone has not
stopped ringing since the attacks ended."Right from schools, government agencies, corporates
to large housing societies, everybody is making enquiries. This time the fear factor is very
high," he said.
Although Zicom is one of the biggest players in the security business, Rao feels the industry's
turnover is miniscule for a country of
India's size and complex problems. "Everyone is reactive in nature rather than being proactive
on security. Indians treat security solutions as an expenditure, not as genuine investment for
safety,'' he said. Besides, the steep taxes on security gadgets make them unaffordable for many
establishments, added Rao.
"There is 32 per cent customs, 12.5 per cent VAT on security gadgets. But the government has
no standardised manual for gadgets, or their installation or use,'' he said.
Ronit Roy, MD of Ace Security and Protection, which provides security to A-list Bollywood
stars, too said they received numerous calls from high-profile individuals in the aftermath of
the terror attacks. Significantly, Roy cautions that security agencies should be careful while
recruiting new staff required to service new clients. "They should do proper police verification
and background checks of fresh recruits'' he said.
Roy however intends to spend more on training his men in intelligence gathering and
surveillance.
Deepak Monga, marketing manager with Mumbai-based Tops Security group, said there were
around 500 enquiries from individuals and corporates ever since the 26/11 terror attacks shook
Mumbai. He said callers wanted to know details on different types of security cover and fees for
the same. "There are tailor-made solutions like manual guarding, emergency services and
personal security cover,'' he added.
Despite the increasing awareness about security, experts feel gadgets alone are not enough to
protect property and lives. Due investment in selection, training and suitable deployment of
manpower using these gadgets is equally important, they say.
Very few security guards know how to make optimum use of these gadgets.
M N Singh, former police comissioner of Mumbai, said it is a welcome sign that people are
becoming security conscious, "but people using them have to be well-trained. Right now there
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is no standardised process for selection, training or payment to security personnel supplied by
agencies," he said. Whether it is patrolling, using high-end gadgets or making use of data
derived from the gadgets, people need training, Singh added.Interestingly, Singh said even
Mumbai Police needs to expedite the modernisation process. "Use of Geographical Positioning
System and cameras should be extensive in the police force," he pointed out.
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Another former top cop, Julio Ribeiro, emphasised on the need to have more professional
security agencies in Mumbai. "Trained manpower is as important as equipment. Big corporates
ideally must invest in security equipment and adept security personnel since they are vulnerable
to attacks," he said. Security staff deployed at several places are ill-trained, he said, adding,
"Most just wear a uniform without any weapons or skills."
Major (Retd) Leon Fonseca, former head of security at Coca-Cola, laments that most
establishments in India treat security solutions as an expenditure with no tangible returns.
However, he is quick to point out that leading multinational companies in India are much more
dilligent about following security systems.Recalling the preparedness in Coca-Cola, he said, "If
we had a drill on evacuation, each person would know what to do. Even in a practice drill,
everybody from the CEO to the peon would evacuate without asking questions."
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